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the
BRAND
Dve lets women be. Our handmade 
clothes bring nature and age-old Indian 
artistic tradition together to celebrate 
women and their original, uninhibited 
styles. Prepared from natural fibers, Dve 
clothes are authentic and made with 
finesse. We like to pause and notice the 
little details. We make clothes for women 
to feel fashionably practical and com-
fortable every day.
For Dve, style is the sum of simplicity 
and intricacy. Our patterns breathe easi-
ly and we give every element our undi-
vided attention. Whether its design and 
colours, stitches and buttons, or lines 
and textures, all are equally important 
to us. In subtle shades, our rural Indian 
artisans turn art into craft with meticu-
lous weaving perfected through genera-
tions.
When we design, we envision a reality 
where beautiful clothes fit all women. 

A hundred different things inspire us 
in our waking hours. From minimalist 
films and scientific discoveries to sea 
shells and monochromatic objects, the 
motivations are limitless. Our creative 
urban designers and rural makers love 
what they do and innovate together at 
every stage with humility and faith. The 
thought of joy in the eyes of every wom-
an wearing Dve brings out the best in us.
Through collaboration, Dve carries the 
relevance of textile handiwork, a form of 
art that nurtures innovation and indi-
vidual uniqueness. The makers earn a 
sustainable income and help preserve 
an invaluable artistic gift of the Indian 
cultural heritage.
Dve makes it easy for women to make an 
inspired choice in clothing to feel com-
fortable in their own skin and appreciate 
the goodness of tradition with natural 
fabric.



inspiration
I offer you peace.
I offer you love.

I offer you friendship.

I see your beauty.
I hear your need.

I feel your feelings.

My wisdom flows from the highest source.I salute that source in you.

Let us work together for unity and love.

150 years of Mahatma Gandhi



“The Khadi spirit means fellow feeling with every human being on earth.” M.K. Gandhi

scarf: NJ-29J 

jaya
ecru-indigo jamdani



“One hour spent in spinning should be an hour of self-development for the spinner.”  M.K. Gandhi

deepa
ecru-indigo linen print

padma
ecru-navy check linen



kuja
indigo stripe linen

“In a gentle way,you can shake the world.”  M.K.Gandhi

padmini
indigo stripe linen

isha skirt
indigo linen



“The only and reliable guarantee for khadi would be honesty, truthfulness and 
sincerity of khadi workers.”  M.K. Gandhi

scarf: NJ 43 rama
ecru-linen

nandika
ecru-khadi

rooma
navy linen



“You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe deserve your love and affection” M.K. Gandhi

prabha
check khadi jamdani

isha skirt
indigo linen

aishani
indigo khadi

maya
indigo kalamkari linen



“Morality is the basis of things and truth is the substance of all morality.” M.K. Gandhi

kimono jacket
indigo khadi

ishi
indigo check khadi



“Where there is love there is life.” M.K. Gandhi

radha
indigo stripe jamdani

isha
indigo linen

anisha
indigo selvedge khadi



saanvi
white linen embroidery

rooma
navy linen

“Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes from an indomitable will.”  M.K.Gandhi

swarah
navy stripe linen



“You are never know what results come of your actions, but if you do nothing, there will be no results.” M.K. Gandhi

anisha blouse
indigo selvedge khadi

anisha dress
indigo selvedge khadi

saanvi
white linen embroidery

shiva
navy linen stripe



kalika
indigo dot jamdani

isha
indigo stripe linen

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” M.K. Gandhi

anisha
indigo selvedge khadi

isha
natural linen



scarf: NJ-39 anisha
indigo selvedge khadi

“If we want to reach real peace in this world, we should start educating children.”  M.K.Gandhi

vaaruni
indigo linen

rooma
navy linen



vibha
natural linen

vibha
navy khadi selvedge chambray

“You must not lose faith in humanity. Humanity is an ocean: if a few drops of the ocean are dirty, 
the ocean dose not become dirty.”  M.K.Gandhi



vibha
sky linen

vibha
indigo khadi



kamakshi
ecru khadi embroidery

“Nobody can hurt me without my permission.”  M.K.Gandhi

rama
indigo printed linen



aishani
natural linen

vaaruni
indigo printed linen

satya
charcoal jamdani

“Freedom is not worth having if it does not include the freedom to make mistakes.”  M.K.Gandhi



pushti
charcoal jamdani

“An eye for an eye only ends up making the whole world blind.” M.K. Gandhi

santati
charcoal jamdani



laxmi
indigo jamdani

“Keep your words positive because your words become your behavior.” M.K. Gandhi

sita
natural linen embroidery



shreeja
linen-jamdani

“Be the change you want to see in the world.”  M.K.Gandhi

“If I have the belief that I can do it, I shall surely acquire the capacity to do it even if 
I may not have it at the beginning..” M.K. Gandhi

chand wrap
natural printed linen



aishani
natural linen

shiva
natural check linen

sati
natural check linen

“A man is but the product of his thoughts what he thinks he becomes.”  M.K.Gandhi



toshni
chai stripe jamdani

toshni
indigo stripe jamdani



gayatri
natural check linen

“The future depends on what we do in the present.” M.K. Gandhi

rima
black white stripe khadi



rima
black white stripe khadi

“The difference between what we do and what we are capable of doing would suffice 
to solve most of the world’s problems.” M.K. Gandhi

scarf: NJ 41 indira
black linen



“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s needs, but not every man’s greed.” M.K. Gandhi

anisha
black linen

anisha
black chambray linen



isha
kalamkari linen

kanti
black lurex jamdani

kirati
charcoal jamdani



design and photography
Mikhil Saluja

web: thedve.com

email: dve@thedve.com

follow: @dve_collection




